
 

Default subnet mask BOLD= Network part of address & not bold=Host part of address  

Class A 255.0.0.0       Class B 255.255.0.0    Class C 255.255.255.0 

 

1=128 

2=192 

3=224 

4=240                                            

 5=248  

6=252  

7=254 

 8=255 

In an IP Address, you have 4 octets. Within each octet, you have 8 bits, giving you 32 bits per IP address. 
When configuring a subnet of an IP Address you will be looking for your Network, First Host, Last Host, & 
your broadcast. 

Breaking down a Class A IP Address (110.33.75.132/13), Class A IP addresses can have a Mask bit 8-30 
(the number after the /) 

110.33.75.132/13 The first number I look at is my mask bit; in this case, it is 13. This tells me the bits I 
am using and will give me my “octet of interest”. When I find the octet of interest, I will know that 
everything to its left will stay the same and the octet of interest and all to right will change. So, let’s 
start. 

110.33.75.132/13 I am using 13 bits from this IP address for the network; that is 8 from the first octet 
(110) and 5 from the second octet (33). I use this information to do two things. First I fill in what I can on 

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 
27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 



my network hosts and broadcast. This is as such. I can set 110 as the start of each of the four. Because it 
is to the left of my octet of interest (33). Then I can find my “magic number”. I do this but knowing I 
borrowed 5 bits from the octet of interest. So I go to my 128,64,32,16,8,4,2,1 chart starting at 128 I 
count 5 back(128 being 1, 64 being 2, 32 being 3, 16 being 4, 8 being 5. When I reach my number of bits 
borrowed I have reached my magic number; in this case it’s 8. I take this number to find the other 
numbers for my network hosts and broadcast. I do this by starting with 0 and add 8 to that=8 then add 8 
again=16 tell I get to a set of numbers that the number that is my octet of interest fits between. 0-8-16-
24-32-40-48…… 33 fits between 32 & 40 32=start of our network 40= the start of the next network. Now 
we can fill in more of our chart. 32 will go in the second octet for the network and the first host. Then 
we subtract 1 bit from 40(the next network) giving us 39. 39 goes in our second octet on the broadcast 
and last host.  

At this point you will have this 

Network=110.32.  . 

First host=110.32.  . 

Last host=110.39.  . 

Broadcast=110.39.  . 

To fill in the network place 0’s in your empty octets. To fill in your first host add a 0 in your 3rd octet. And 
a 1 in your last octet. There are 255 bits available in each octet. If you add 1 bit to 255(=256) it in sub 
netting this =0 and 0-1=255.  The network that follows this one is 110.40.0.0 we take one bit from this to 
get our full broadcast. 110.39.255.255. and to get out last host we take 1 bit from out last octet = 254 

 

Network=110.32.0.0 

First host=110.32.0.1   

Last host=110.39.255.254 

Broadcast=110.39.255.255 

 

 

 

 

  


